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Note from the Editor

The "First Annual Languages and Literature Conference," organized by the UCLA Graduate Students' Association council of Languages and Literature, took place at UCLA on May 19, 25, 26 and 27, 1989 and included three sessions on French Literature.

*Paroles Gelées* offers its readers three of the eight papers as delivered at the symposium. All of the papers presented during this four-day event, including the three appearing in this issue, will be compiled and published, in their final "written" version, by the UCLA Graduate Students' Association.
Ce serait le moment de philosopher et de rechercher si, par hasard, se trouverait ici l'endroit où de telles paroles dégèlent.

Rabelais, *Le Quart Livre*
Paroles Gelées was established in 1983 by its founding editor, Kathryn Bailey. The journal is managed and edited by the French Graduate Students' Association and published annually under the auspices of the Department of French at UCLA. Funds for this project are generously provided by the UCLA Graduate Students' Association.

Information regarding the submission of articles and subscriptions is available from the journal office:

Paroles Gelées
Department of French
222 Royce Hall
UCLA
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 825-1145

Subscription price: $6—individuals, $8—institutions.
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